The SAGE Subject Collections are discipline-specific packages of the most popular, peer-reviewed journals in the following subject areas. A Collections subscription includes ownership of the subscribed content published by SAGE during the term of the agreement. Complimentary access dating back to 1999 (where available), is granted while a current subscription is maintained. A backfile is also available for each product, including access from 1998 back to volume 1, issue 1** (where available).

**Cardiology & Cardiovascular Medicine**
- Electronic access to the full text of 47 peer-reviewed journals
- Over 39,000 articles
- 17 JCR ranked titles* (36% of titles in package are ranked)

**Communication & Media Studies**
- Electronic access to the full text of 48 peer-reviewed journals
- Over 25,000 articles
- 23 JCR ranked titles* (48% of titles in package are ranked)

**Criminology**
- Electronic access to the full text of 37 peer-reviewed journals
- Over 23,000 articles
- 22 JCR ranked titles* (59% of titles in package are ranked)

**Education**
- Electronic access to the full text of 91 peer-reviewed journals
- Over 47,000 articles
- 44 JCR ranked titles* (48% of titles in package are ranked)

**Engineering & Materials Science**
- Electronic access to the full text of 57 peer-reviewed journals
- Includes the celebrated Proceedings of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers
- 49 JCR ranked titles* (86% of titles in package are ranked)

**Health Practice & Services**
- Electronic access to the full text of 44 peer-reviewed journals
- Over 34,000 articles
- 17 JCR ranked titles* (39% of titles in package are ranked)

**Human Resources**
- Electronic access to the full text of 18 peer-reviewed journals
- Over 13,000 articles
- 11 JCR ranked titles* (61% of titles in package are ranked)

**Management & Organization Studies**
- Electronic access to the full text of 94 peer-reviewed journals
- Over 48,000 articles
- 43 JCR ranked titles* (46% of titles in package are ranked)

**Medico-legal**
- Electronic access to the full text of 12 peer-reviewed journals
- Over 8,000 articles
- 6 JCR ranked titles* (50% of titles in package are ranked)

**Mental Health**
- Electronic access to the full text of 42 peer-reviewed journals
- Over 45,000 articles
- 25 JCR ranked titles* (59% of titles in package are ranked)

**Neurology**
- Electronic access to the full text of 36 peer-reviewed journals
- Over 47,000 articles
- 18 JCR ranked titles* (50% of titles in package are ranked)

**Nursing & Public Health**
- Electronic access to the full text of 84 peer-reviewed journals
- Over 70,000 articles
- 47 JCR ranked titles* (56% of titles in package are ranked)

*Ranked in 2014 Journal Citation reports (Thomson Reuters, 2015)

For more information and to view full title lists visit www.sagepub.com/journals-subject-collections
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### Oncology
- Electronic access to the full text of 39 peer-reviewed journals
- Over 42,000 articles
- 16 JCR ranked titles* (41% of titles in package are ranked)

### Pharmacology & Biomedical
- Electronic access to the full text of 77 peer-reviewed journals
- Over 89,000 articles
- 43 JCR ranked titles* (56% of titles in package are ranked)

### Orthopaedics & Sports Medicine
- Electronic access to the full text of 26 peer-reviewed journals
- Over 26,000 articles
- 9 JCR ranked titles* (35% of titles in package are ranked)

### Palliative Medicine & Chronic Care
- Electronic access to the full text of 39 peer-reviewed journals
- Over 42,000 articles
- 16 JCR ranked titles* (41% of titles in package are ranked)

### Politics & International Relations
- Electronic access to the full text of 68 peer-reviewed journals
- Over 37,000 articles
- 36 JCR ranked titles* (53% of titles in package are ranked)

### Pediatrics
- Electronic access to the full text of 36 peer-reviewed journals
- Over 39,000 articles
- 15 JCR ranked titles* (42% of title in package are ranked)

### Sociology
- Electronic access to the full text of 79 peer-reviewed journals
- Over 58,000 articles
- 54 JCR ranked titles* (68% of titles in package are ranked)

### Pharmacology & Biomedical
- Electronic access to the full text of 77 peer-reviewed journals
- Over 89,000 articles
- 43 JCR ranked titles* (56% of titles in package are ranked)

### Theology & Biblical Studies
- Electronic access to the full text of 25 peer-reviewed journals
- Over 29,000 articles
- 1 JCR ranked title*

### Urban Studies, Geography and Planning
- Electronic access to the full text of 28 peer-reviewed journals
- Over 24,000 articles
- 22 JCR ranked titles* (79% of titles in package are ranked)

*Ranked in 2014 Journal Citation reports (Thomson Reuters, 2015)

**At present, SAGE has located, and provided on SAGE Journals, 98% of the overall expected volume of back file issues.

For more information and to view full title lists visit: [www.sagepub.com/journals-subject-collections](http://www.sagepub.com/journals-subject-collections)

For pricing and offer details, please contact: librarysales@sagepub.co.uk or librarysales@sagepub.com